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The Straight Word

NOVEMBER

2 YLC Meeting
 5:30p, Zoom 

9 CLE:  Special Education 
 Principles & Practice
 4:30-6:45p, Zoom 

10 CLE:  Landlord Tenant Update: 
 What Practitioners Need to Know
 12:30-1:30p, Zoom 

10 BCBA Board Meeting
 4:30p, Zoom
 
17 BCBF Board Meeting
 5:30p, Zoom

DECEMBER

7 YLC Meeting
 5:30p, Zoom 

7 CLE Extravaganza
 8-5:30p, Zoom

9 Winter Cheer 
 6-9p, Iron Hill Brewery

15  BCBA Board Meeting
 5:30p, Zoom

Upcoming 
Events

HOLIDAY TOY 
DRIVE

Every year the Burlington County Bar Foundation raises money
to help buy local Burlington County children holiday presents. 

 
  Each elementary school in Burlington County nominates ten

children who could use an extra present 
(or only present) this year.   Due to COVID concerns, we have to
forego our annual party but instead have decided to ramp up
the presents.  This year instead of buying general presents we

have asked the families for wish lists to get their children a gift
they truly want.  

 
As a result, donations are even more important this year. After
the presents are bought and wrapped, we will deliver them to

the local schools to distribute.
 

How Can You Help? 
                         Have your firm sponsor the event or

make a personal, tax- deductible contribution. 
                                            

  Check out our Charity List on smile.amazon.com.
This will be updated as we get present requests

from the schools.
                                   to help wrap presents or deliver

them to the school. 
 
 

CHILDREN'SCHILDREN'SCHILDREN'S
HOLIDAY PARTYHOLIDAY PARTYHOLIDAY PARTY

TOY DRIVETOY DRIVETOY DRIVE

BURLINGTON COUNTY BAR FOUNDATION 

DONATE!

 

PURCHASE GIFTS

VOLUNTEER

Donate Here
For the Holiday 

Toy Drive

https://secure.affinipay.com/pages/burlcobar/bcbfdonation
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The existence of the Burlington County Bar Association is made 
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The Straight Word

New Jersey law firm Parker McCay welcomes Alicia D’Anella.  Ms. 
D’Anella joined Parker McCay as counsel in its Public Schools and Educa-
tion Department.

Stark & Stark welcomes Shareholder Tommie Ann Gibney, Esq. Ms. Gib-
ney has joined the Marlton, NJ office.

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
For this month’s 
edition of the Straight 
Word, I would like 
to focus on some of 
the exciting things we 
have occurring at the 
Bar Association.  After 
outlining the challenges 
and uncertainty we 
face over the last two 

editions, there are new and exciting changes coming.  

Perhaps the biggest change I will make as President will 
not be through our newly founded Events or Mentor 
Committees.  It will also not likely be through anything 
else that I previously discussed.  I imagine that it will 
come through the upgrading of our website.  For those of 
you had the unfortunate experience of accessing the Bar 
Association’s website in the past couple of years, you would 
likely have rated your experience somewhere between 
frustrating to infuriating.  You would have found yourself 
waiting an extended period of time for a page to load and (if 
you somehow waited for the page to load) would not have 
found relevant information on the page anyway.  For the 
vain amongst the Board, it was also difficult to tell who was 
even serving as a Board Member.  Before I go any further, 
I do want to note that there were reasons that the website’s 
information and speed were left wanting.  Specifically, 
the overall utility of the Bar Association’s website was an 
open question and, years ago, the decision was made to 
have the website host thousands of pages of personal CLE 
information that weighed it down.  Regardless, a priority 
for me when I became President was to upgrade the 
website for a better experience for both our members and 
the public.  

Therefore, we engaged a new web designer and invested 
in an upgrade both to the format and the substance of 
the website.  In the first instance, the issues with delayed 
access to the site have been resolved.  Nobody should be 
waiting extended periods of time to access the website any 
more.  The new website also has many features that can be 
utilized for our current needs and can also be adapted for 
the future needs of the Bar Association.  The most notable 
changes relate to accessing our CLEs.  First, there are now 
separate pages for all CLEs and the CLEs themselves will 
now be able to be viewed in list and calendar view.  This 
should make accessing and planning completion of your 

CLEs much easier.  Additionally, we are no longer utilizing 
PayPal for our credit card payments which was a cause of 
much consternation for members and our administration 
as well.  Lastly, we will be offering on demand CLEs that 
are viewable on our CLE page, which should also cause a 
significant improvement in the use of the website.  

There are many other changes that I will not describe or 
bore you with any further.  But I would ask you to peruse 
the website and let us know if you have any thoughts.  

The last thing I would like to announce will be the formal 
changes to our Holiday Cheer Party this year.  Last month, 
I announced a two-pronged approach to hold an indoor 
and outdoor event to accommodate all of our members.  
For the indoor crowd, we will host a small Holiday Cheer 
Party at Iron Hill Brewery.  While not the reprisal of our 
Holiday Cheer Parties of yesteryear at Café Gallery that 
I hoped to bring back, this will allow a good time for 
our members who do want to attend an in-person event 
without causing the Bar Association to take on too much 
risk.  We are limiting attendance to the first 50 registrants 
and ask that all members be vaccinated or wear a mask.  

For everyone else, we are planning to host an outdoor 
event at or near the Courthouse.  Since it is December, 
and will be cold, we have a limited amount of time to get 
together safely outside.  The thought, then, is to arrange 
a food truck (or drinks ourselves) that will provide hot 
beverages for all that show up so that we can (at least) have 
a drink together.  The County has graciously permitted us 
free use of the parking lot at the Old County Jail (home of 
my installation dinner and other historic events).  We hope 
that our Judges, local attorneys, and members who want to 
get together can attend safely and comfortably.  We have 
not finalized this event and I would appreciate it if some of 
you could provide some feedback about your attendance 
so we can determine whether there is an appetite for such 
an event.    

Thank you again for all of your support and we hope that 
everyone is staying safe and healthy.  
 

Brett Gorman
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ADVENTURES IN IMMIGRATION PRACTICE:  ALIENS OF 
EXTRAORDINARY ABILITY

By Rebecca Esmi, Esq. 

The immigrant visa 
employment-based category 
“Aliens of Extraordinary 
Ability” or EB-1 presents 
a rare opportunity in that 
a foreign national can 
self-petition without an 
employer’s sponsorship, truly 
positioning it a gem amongst 
options available to foreign 
nationals seeking immigrant 
status.   

By way of background, the EB-1 visa initially arose as part of the 
Immigration Act of 1990.   Currently, every fiscal year for federal 
agencies beginning October 1st, roughly 140,000 employment-
based (EB) immigrant visas are made available and divided into 
five preference categories.  Most of these preference categories 
rely on an employer to file on the foreign national’s behalf with 
a Labor Cert and I-140 petition.   

The first preference category (EB-1) is comprised by three sub-
groups, the first of which is “persons with extraordinary ability 
in the sciences, arts, education, business or athletics,” the topic 
of this article.   Importantly, while an EB-1 petitioner need not 
rely on an employer to apply, s/he must show her intention to 
continue working in the field in which s/he has extraordinary 
ability.

While the EB-1 is a gem, it is not without challenges.   The first 
challenge is that the visa is only available to those individuals 
with extraordinary ability defined as:  “Extraordinary ability 
means a level of expertise indicating that the individual is one 
of that small percentage who have risen to the top of the field of 
endeavor.”  This means that quite literally, only individuals who 
are the cream of the crop are eligible so the pool of applicants 
must by definition be diminutive.

The second challenge is that the petition must present solid 
evidence proving that the petitioner indeed has extraordinary 
ability, and the standard of proof is preponderance of the 
evidence.  Matter of Chawathe, 25 I&N Dec. 369 (AAO 2010).  
In addition to the requirement that evidence be without flaw 
and entirely credible, the evidence required is extensive as 
detailed later in this article.

While the governing statute on its face requires a one-step 
analysis, in reality, USCIS subjects all petitions to a two-step 

review from the precedential Kazarian case and its progeny.  
See Kazarian v. USCIS (Kazarian v. U.S. Citizenship and 
Immigration, 596 F.3d 1115 (9th Cir. 2010) et seq. as well as the 
resultant Policy Memorandum (12/22/2010, PM-602-0005.1).
In effect, this means that in order to prevail, a petitioner must 
first show that s/he has “sustained national or international 
acclaim and whose achievements have been recognized in 
the field through extensive documentation, the alien seeks 
to enter the United States to continue to work in the area of 
extraordinary ability, and the alien’s entry will substantially 
benefit prospectively the United States.” INA § 203(b)(1)(A)(i)-
(iii), 8 USC § 1153(b)(1)(A).   

The second step requires the petitioner to submit extensive 
evidence. The law detailing the extensive evidentiary 
requirements are found in a variety of sources – formal and 
informal:  the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), Code 
of Federal Regulations (CFR), the Kazarian case (and progeny), 
Policy Memo PM-602-0005.1, USCIS’ Adjudicators Field 
Manual (AFM), AILA Doc. No. 11050431, and the USCIS E-1-
1 RFE Template.  

This amalgam of formal and informal law and guidance provide 
that in order to meet the petitioner’s burden of proof, a person 
of extraordinary ability must present:   

A.   Evidence of a one-time achievement such as major 
internationally recognized award; or 

B.  At least three of the following:

(1) Receipt of lesser nationally or internationally recognized 
prizes or awards for excellence in the field of endeavor;

(2) Membership in associations in the field, which require 
outstanding achievements as judged by recognized national or 
international experts;

(3) Published material about the alien in professional or major 
trade publications or other major media;

(4) Participation on a panel or individually as a judge of the 
work of others in the field or an allied field;

(5) Original scientific, scholarly, artistic, athletic, or business-
related contributions of major significance in the field;

(6) Authorship of scholarly articles in the field in professional 
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or major trade publications or other major media;

(7) Display of the alien’s work at artistic exhibitions or showcases;

(8) Evidence that the alien has performed in a leading or critical 
role for organizations or establishments that have distinguished 
reputations;

(9) Evidence that the alien has commanded a high salary or 
other high remuneration for services; and

(10) Evidence of commercial successes in the performing arts, 
as shown by box office receipts or music or video sales.  8 CFR 
§ 204.5(h)(3); AFM at 22.2Oi); USCIS EB-1-1 RFE Template, 
AILA Doc. No. 11050431.  

In addition to ensuring that the petition meets all of the 
elucidated requirements, immigration attorneys are called upon 
to manage client expectations and also field ad hoc questions – 
and do lots of hand-holding during the pre-filing and post-filing 

periods.  Another important consideration is the petitioner’s 
physical location:  is the petitioner in the United States or 
outside, and thus in need of consular processing starting with 
the requisite application DS-261.   

Assuming the petition is approved, the immigration attorney’s 
reward is immense:   first, in the knowledge that all your hard 
work has been rewarded; and second, by prompting the United 
States to welcome another amazing foreign national into her 
fold.   

The BCBA Lawyer Referral/Pro Bono/Legal Services 
Committee dates for this term have been set for the year. The 
following are upcoming meeting dates, all Wednesdays at 3:30 
pm and all currently via Zoom - November 10th, February 
23rd and May 18th. Please calendar these dates.
If you would like to join this committee, please contact 
Committee Co-chair and SJLS Director of Pro Bono Services, 
Michelle T. Nuciglio, Esq., at 856-964-2010 ext. 6229 or at 
MNuciglio@lsnj.org or Nick Sansone, Esq., Committee Co-
chair, at nsansone@cooperlevenson.com. You will receive the 
Zoom link the day before the meeting. And remember…..

BCBA LAWYER REFERRAL/PRO BONO/LRS COMMITTEE 
MEETING DATES 
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WINES FROM THE WINE, BEER AND BOURBON TASTING

By Janice L. Heinold, Esq.

It’s time for the “greatest wine 
hits” of the Bar Foundation’s 
Wine, Beer and Bourbon Tasting, 
which was back this year after a 
Covid-induced hiatus in 2020.  
If you weren’t there, you missed 
tasting some fabulous wines, 
beers, bourbons and cocktails 
by Train Wreck Distillery, eating 
delicious food, and the chance 
to win many fabulous prizes! All 

proceeds are used for the Children’s Holiday Party (gifts and 
food will be delivered to the schools this year) for area children 
in need. 

The sparkling wine was 
from Anima Mundi 
Winery Cami dels Xops 
2020 in Alt Penedès, 
Catalonia, Spain.  The 
certified-organic Macabeu 
and Xarel-lo grapes of this 
pet-nat are hand-harvested, 
then wild yeast-fermented 
in stainless steel tanks and 
old French oak barrels, 
and then bottled before 
primary fermentation has 
completely finished (with 
about 20g/L residual sugar) in the métode ancestral style with 
no filtering, no sulfur, nor any other additives. Pear, minerality. 
Pair with: sparkling wine goes with everything, but especially 
grilled vegetables, seafood and salty snacks. 11% ABV.  $22 
from Super BuyRite in West Deptford. 

The favorite white wine of 
the evening was the 2019 
Pago del Vicario Blanco 
de Tempranillo from the 
Castillo - La Mancha region 
in Spain. This is a white wine 
made from free-run juice of 
Tempranillo (red) grapes and 
fermented in stainless steel. 
Aromas of white flowers and 
citrus notes. Well-balanced, 
bright acidity.  Pairs well with 
tapas (jamón, cod, potatoes). 

14.2% ABV.  $9 from Super BuyRite in West Deptford, $12 
from Wineworks in Marlton. Just a glass or two was left of this 
at the end of the night.

The orange wine was also 
a favorite of some. 2020 
Dila-O Rkatsiteli-Mtsvane 
from Kakheti, Georgia. This 
organic, unfiltered wine made 
of 50% Rkatsiteli (Ra-ka-see-
tell-ee) and 50% Mtsvane (Ma-
svah-nay) spends one month 
in contact with the grape 
skins (this is what makes the 
wine “orange” in color), then 
is fermented in traditional 
large clay jars (qvevri) buried 
underground. Tannins are evident, but balanced by bright 
peach, apricot, orange and baking spice flavors. Pair with: 
salads, salmon, poultry. 13% ABV.  $15 at Super BuyRite in 
West Deptford. 

The favorite red of the evening was the 2012 Wines of Ilyria 
Blatina produced by Citluk 
Winery. Some of you 
may remember this wine 
from the virtual wine 
tasting we had during 
lock-down. Blatina is 
a grape indigenous to 
the Hercegovina region. 
Blatina is a rare grape 
that only produces 
female flowers that only 
bloom for three days. 
In order for pollination 
to occur, it must be 
planted in the same 
vineyard with Merlot, 
Alicante Bouchet, or Trnjak. Not every year has a Blatina 
harvest, due to this three-day pollination window. Ruby color, 
with blueberries, plum, and vanilla on the nose; dark plum, 
blueberry, blackberry on the palate; and a little chocolate on 
the finish, with soft tannins. Pair with:  pizza, prosciutto and 
figs, parmesan cheese, anything eggplant.  13% ABV. $14 at 
Cork’n Bottle in Mt. Holly.  Also found in PA wine stores. You 
drank me out of this one. 
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WINES FROM THE WINE, BEER AND BOURBON TASTING

The second most popular red 
was the 2017 Small Gully Mr. 
Black’s Little Book Shiraz 
from the Barossa Valley in 
South Australia. This is a 
blend of 61 year-old Shiraz 
grapes from vineyards in 
Northern Barossa Valley and 
vineyards in the Adelaide 
Plains. The fruit is picked, 
destemmed, crushed, and 
left to start fermenting 
without inoculation. The 
wine is pressed off gently 

into a barrel, where it goes 
through maloactic fermentation. Ripe blackberries, dark 
plums, and some black pepper on the finish. Pair with:  
pasta in meat sauce, steak, lamb. 15% ABV!  $14 from 
Super BuyRite in West Deptford. You also drank me out of 
this. 

DIVERSITY, INCLUSION AND LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE DAY OF SERVICE

The Burlington County Bar Association and the DIAL committee, had approximately 30 volunteers
come out on 10/16/2021 for a Day of Service. We helped spruce up the Providence House Safe House,
painted a Gazebo, and planted lovely fall flowers. Thank you to all those that helped this terrific cause!  

No one guessed the secret wine.  It was a 2019 Poggio 
Scalette Chianti Classico from Tuscany, Italy, purchased from 
Wineworks in Marlton. 
Thank you again to those who came out to support the Bar 
Foundation.  If you missed the party this year, please try to 
make it next year!  We raise a lot of money for the Children’s 
Holiday Party while having a blast.  Cheers!
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BACK INTO THE OFFICE: LOVE IT OR HATE IT

By Stacey Gorin, Esq. 

Remember back in March 2020 
when we all were sent home from 
the office for two weeks? 

Most attorneys had to quickly 
adapt to Zoom court, effective 
communication with team 
members and working/eating/
sleeping/relaxing all in the same 
space. 

Now fast forward to 2021, law 
offices have started opening at 
full capacity again and welcoming 
employees back into the workplace. 

The legal community, and young lawyers, have mixed feelings 
around going back into the office.  As we find ourselves transitioning 
back to working from the office, here are some pros and cons to 
new/old work structure:  

THE CONS: 

• We can push back into the closet the wardrobe of yoga 
pants and t-shirts and move to the forefront our suits that collected 
dust. We are back to preparing outfits, showering regularly and 
uncomfortable dress shoes for all.  

• Life back in the office includes the commute to get there. 
Whether you take the train, a car, or ride your bike, we are all now 
hassled with the morning hustle. 

• The return of packing lunches that can be refrigerated 
or microwaved. We were spoiled with homecooked meals for 17 
months. We are back to eating leftovers at lunch from dinner the 
night before.

• Staying in the spirit of food, be careful of the “Return to 
the Office 15 lbs” as you will not be able to escape cookies, cakes and 
other snacks regularly left in the office kitchen. 

• Working from home allowed many to simultaneously do 
midday cleaning, laundry, and other household work, which will 
now have to be done after hours or on weekends. 

• Relationships with your neighbors will suffer because 
midday walks or runs around the neighborhood will be less 
frequent. 

THE PROS: 

• Remember the days where the only people you would see, 
were those in your household? The return of the office brings social 
interaction and small talk at the coffee machine. 

• At home distractions are eliminated. No interruptions from 
family members, no binge watching the latest Netflix show midday, 
no dishes in the sink haunting you. 

• Working in the office also allows for collaboration with 
co-workers and sharing ideas. Co-workers share a common goal to 
work hard for our clients. Being around others daily who share a 
common goal reinforces that goal in all employees. 

• One of the most important aspects of working in the office 

is having boundaries. It is most important and healthy to have a 
separation between work and home. Going through the motions of 
commuting and being at work prepares your mind for what needs to 
be done in the office. Leaving the office at the end of the day allows 
you to prepare to wind down for the night and relax with your 
family. 

• Working at the office allows attorneys to feel like they are 
a part of the firm, especially for attorneys and staff who started 
working at the firm after March 2020.  It is important to learn the 
workplace culture by watching other employees and how they work 
and what is acceptable. Don’t forget to introduce yourself to the new 
employees. 

• Seeing the members of your team and being in proximity to 
them in person, creates a comradery that you cannot get over Zoom. 

Young lawyers crave the opportunities to learn from our bosses, 
including shadowing them on court appearances, bouncing off ideas 
and most importantly being able to ask for direction without calling 
too many times or sending too many emails. Physically being in the 
office allows young lawyers the opportunity to learn from senior 
attorneys, after feeling isolated for so many months. 

Young lawyers, who are at the beginning of their career, are starting 
to build their connections. We have been patiently waiting to safely 
network and meet members of our firms and the members of the 
bar association. Zoom meetings and virtual events can only take 
interpersonal connections so far. 

Young lawyers are excited to connect again with our co-workers 
and colleagues. I have listed below advice from the Young Lawyers’ 
Committee members to make your transition smooth: 

• It is important to meet people/introduce yourself to people 
in real life that you have only ever met on Zoom before – Jeff Olsen 

• Try and establish mentorship with one of the senior 
attorneys who can provide guidance and assistance when needed. 
Introduce yourself to other associates at the firm. - Allison 
Burkhardt 

• Establish a morning routine. You become accustomed to 
your kitchen and laundry room close by and rolling out of bed. – 
Tessa Wagoner

• Make sure all your clothes still fit. – Andy Jong 

• Get involved. Join a committee and participate in some 
extracurriculars. Give back to your community, your law firm, or law 
school. Being involved in these types of organizations will help you 
meet people who share common interests. -Stacey Gorin  

• Smile and greet your co-workers to gain positive energy 
through in-office human interaction. – Paige Joffe

• If you have a mentor or a more senior attorney that you feel 
comfortable with, try to set up a standing meeting on a weekly or 
bi-weekly basis. I meet with my mentor twice a week to talk about 
cases as well as all of the practice related nuances that you don’t learn 
in law school. – Camille McKnight 
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Gerrow 
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and Dependability 
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CONVENIENCE

gerrow@gerrowcourtreporting.com
www.gerrowreporting.com
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Addressing Peremptory Challenges in New Jersey and the 2021 
Judicial Conference

By: Victoria Schall, Esq. 

On July 13, 2021, the New 
Jersey Supreme Court reviewed 
peremptory challenges in their 
decision in State v. Andujar, 
247 N.J. 275 (2021), holding 
that a criminal defendant 
had been denied his right to 
a fair and impartial jury as a 
result of prosecution’s use of 
one-sided access to criminal 

background checks on a potential 
juror during jury selection.  The Court clearly stated that the 
juror’s removal from the jury panel “may have stemmed from 
implicit or unconscious bias 
on the part of the State, which 
can violate a defendant’s right 
to a fair trial in the same way 
purposeful discrimination can” 
and that the defendant’s “right 
to be tried by an impartial 
jury, selected free from 
discrimination, was violated.”   
Review of the efficacy of 
peremptory challenges in both 
criminal and civil matters 
has been addressed in many 
other states1  leading to some 
states’ removal or reform of 
peremptory challenges.  The 
New Jersey State Bar Association and other associations in 
New Jersey have long held that the long-standing procedure 
of utilizing peremptory challenges are an important tool to 
address implicit bias and diversity at trial and should not be 
eliminated.
In contrast to those concerns, an example of a review 
ofperemptory challenges issues in a civil case comes from 
Minetos v. City University of New York, 925 F. Supp. 177 
(S.D.N.Y. 1996).  The Minetos Court expressed great concerns 
about the use of peremptory challenges, and whether the 
mission of addressing implicit bias and diversity at trial is 
being accomplished or whether use is only furthering attempts 
to obtain favorable jurors by each side.  
In Minetos, the Court banned use of peremptory challenges 
in an employment discrimination matter.  On review of the 
use of peremptory challenges in the matter by both parties, 
challenges under and the use of the Batson2  test, the Court 

addressed “bedeviling problems associated with peremptory 
challenges which, by their very nature, invite corruption of 
the judicial process.” Id. at 183.  The use of the Batson test has 
been noted to be difficult to apply in a unified manner, and 
as the Minetos Court noted, the Batson test does not unmask 
racial discrimination.
Under Batson, discriminatory peremptory challenges 
are evaluated using a three-part test. Counsel must show 
the opposing attorney used the challenge because of a 
discriminatory reason. Counsel then must provide a race 
or gender-neutral reason for the challenge. Finally, counsel 
has the burden of proving intentional discrimination. Even 
though Batson challenges were originally applied to racial 

discrimination in jury selection, they are often applied when 
gender or ethnic background is an issue.
The Minetos Court reviewed a number of cases country-
wide that justified the challenge to the Batson test and use of 
peremptory challenges, including Hernandez v. New York, 500 
U.S. 352 (1991) (striking all Spanish-speaking Latino venire 
persons because they would not accept court interpreter’s 
translation of Spanish-speaking witnesses was not pretextual); 
United States v. Alvarado, 951 F.2d 22 (2d Cir. 1991) (striking 
African-American and Hispanic venire persons for being 
young or for being social workers was not pretextual); Polk v. 
Dixie Ins. Co., 972 F.2d 83 (5th Cir. 1992) (striking African-
American venire persons for lack of “eyeball contact” was 
not pretextual), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 1055 (1993); United 
States v. Clemons, 843 F.2d 741 (3d Cir.) (striking all African-
American venire persons for being single and young was not 
pretextual), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 835 (1988); United States 
v. Tucker, 836 F.2d 334 (7th Cir. 1988) (striking all African-
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Addressing Peremptory Challenges, Cont.

American venire persons for lack of education and business 
experience was not pretextual); but cf. Garrett v. Morris, 815 
F.2d 509 (8th Cir.) (striking all African-American venire 
persons for lack of education and knowledge was pretextual), 
cert. denied, 484 U.S. 898 (1987); Splunge v. Clark, 960 F.2d 
705 (7th Cir. 1992) (striking African-American venire person 
based on “feelings . . . that she would not be a good juror” was 
pretextual); United States v. Bishop, 959 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 
1992) (striking African-American venire persons for living in 
low-income neighborhood was pretextual).
Pursuant to New Jersey Rule 1:35 and as stated in the State 
v. Andujar decision, the New Jersey Supreme Court will be 
holding a Judicial Conference focusing on jury selection. In 
announcing the Judicial Conference, the Court explained “[t]
he Conference will explore the nature of discrimination in the 
jury selection process.  It will examine authoritative sources 
and current practices in New Jersey and other states, and 
make recommendations for proposed rule changes and other 
improvements.”
The judicial conference will be held on November 10th and 
12th, highlighting areas of 
- Implicit bias and peremptory challenges
- Jury representativeness
- Peremptory challenges and the right of civic    
 engagement
- Representative juries
- Supporting jury impartiality
- Juror records and demographic data  
Members from both the Criminal and Civil Sections of the 
Burlington County Bar Association will be in attendance at 
the conference.
For resources providing relevant historical background 
and context, definitions of key terms, and an overview of 
scholarship on implicit bias, peremptory challenges, and 
nationwide efforts to reform jury processes, visit: https://www.
njcourts.gov/courts/supreme/judconfjury.html.
The Supreme Court also invites public comments on all 
issues being discussed at the conference. According to the 
October 19, 2021 notice, to the extent practicable, written 
submissions received by October 29, 2021 will be provided 
for consideration by the Judicial Conference Committee 
and invited presenters and may be posted on the Judicial 
Conference webpage.  The Court will not consider anonymous 
submissions and requests that any pre-Conference comments 
be submitted by via email to Comments.Mailbox@njcourts.
gov or in writing by November 3, 2021 as follows:

 Glenn A. Grant, J.A.D.
 Acting Administrative Director of the Courts
 Comments on Jury Selection Process (Pre-Judicial  
 Conference)
 Hughes Justice Complex; P.O. Box 037
 Trenton, NJ 08625-0037
__________________________________________________
1  Including New York, Florida, Maryland, Arizona, Texas and Massachusetts. California has initiated reform of the 

use of preemptory challenges to an “objectively reasonable person standard” for assessing challenges.”

2 Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986).

BCBF Committees Open to ALL 
Members of the BCBA

Committees are:

Events Committee
Public Relations Committee

ByLaws Committee

       The Events Committee includes  
subcomittees on the following:

New Events
Wine and Beer      

Event
Children’s 

Holiday Party
Christmas In 

July
Join one or join all. It’s a great way to 
become more involved. If interested, 

email your contact info to 
bcba@burlcobar.org

https://www.njcourts.gov/courts/supreme/judconfjury.html.
https://www.njcourts.gov/courts/supreme/judconfjury.html.
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We are proud to support 
Burlington County Bar
Association.
Alyssa Mazzarella
VP Branch Manager
amazzarella@investorsBank.com
856.273.6669 *Office
Mt. Laurel Branch

James Hagedorn 
VP Branch Manager
jhagedorn@investorsBank.com
609.298.8420 *Office
Columbus Branch

Edward Hepworth 
VP Relationship Manager
ehepworth@investorsBank.com
856.204.5163 *Mobile

YourStyle® Online Escrow
⋅ 24/7 access to platform
⋅ Define administrators
⋅ Users and access features
⋅ On demand reporting access
⋅ Retain history on platform
⋅ Ability to create sub accounts
  through the system
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N A T I O N W I D E  T I T L E  I N S U R A N C E  S E R V I C E S

65 Years Experience 

Bank & Asset Searches 
Cohabitation,  Investigations  
Surveillance & Much More 

 

Appeared on:  
Oprah, 20/20, Today Show, BBC 

 
800-948-7884 

allstateinvestigation.com 

We are proud to be sponsors of the Burlington County Bar Association. 
As part of this program, we offer member lawyers our most prized assets:  
our time, our insight and our expertise. Should you wish to confer on a 
complex technical issue, or simply get a second opinion, we welcome 
the conversation. 

Remember! It doesn’t cost you anything to call us on a matter.
It may cost you dearly by not calling us on that matter.  

We can help, so why not give us a call!
We have carefully focused and developed our practice to specialize in 
the complexities of tax planning and compliance; financial consulting; 
accounting and review services; estate planning and compliance. We 
assist our judiciary and legal colleagues in any and all matters involving 
your clients or you personally.
• Contract disputes
• Matrimonial litigation
• Shareholder disputes & 

partnership dissolutions
• Lost profit claims & damage 

measurement
• Business interruption claims
• Business valuations
• Fraud investigations

 South Jersey Office North Jersey Office
 307 Fellowship Road, Ste 202   851 Franklin Lake Road
 Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
 (856) 222-4723 (201) 490-1117

www.aboandcompany.com

• Critique of other expert reports 
and Interrogatory assistance

• Document requests & 
productions

• Arbitration and Mediation
• Tax related valuations
• Lost earnings from wrongful 

death, termination or personal 
injury claims

Abo and Company, LLC 
Abo Cipolla Financial Forensics, LLC

Certified Public Accountants / Litigation & Forensic Consultants

LAW OFFICE FOR SALE

Lawyer retiring and 
selling his turnkey law office 

with all FF&E 
including IP phones, 

scanners, computers, Cisco 
switches, copiers, etc.  

The office is located in Marlton 
at Willow Ridge Business Park 
on Rte 73 S across from Target, 

and next to major shopping 
centers. 

Call 609-335-1882
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TEN IMPORTANT ESTATE PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS – PART 2

 

This is the second of a two-part series on ten important Estate 
Planning considerations.  Gifts/Loans to Children.  Sometimes 
parents have made gifts or loans to one child (e.g., to use as a 
down payment on a home) and to equalize that gift in their 

Will.  Any outstanding balance on the loan can be forgiven and 
the children who did not receive a gift or loan can be given an 
extra share equal to the gift or loan amount.

1. Retirement Plans/SECURE Act.  A Retirement 
Plan Trust should be considered where there is a significant 
retirement account (i.e., $500,000 or more).  By leaving the 
retirement account to a Retirement Plan Trust, the distributions 
to the children who are the beneficiaries of the trust can be 
limited to the Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) so that 
the money is not squandered.  The money in the trust can also 
be protected from the children’s creditors, divorce, remarriage 
of children’s spouses, etc.  Prior to the SECURE Act, parents 
could establish stretch IRAs for their children.  The children 
could then take the money out of the retirement account over 
the child’s life expectancy.  Under the SECURE Act, with certain 
exceptions, monies must be withdrawn from the retirement 
account with 10 years.  Exceptions include spouses, minor 

By Thomas D. Begley, Jr., CELA and Joellen C. Meckley, Esquire
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children, individuals with disabilities, individuals with chronic 
illnesses, individuals less than ten years younger than the Plan 
Participant.  There are two types of clauses to be considered in a 
Retirement Plan Trust.  One is a Conduit Trust.  This means that 
all of the monies withdrawn from the retirement account must 
be distributed to the beneficiaries in the year of their withdrawal.  
The advantage is the beneficiary typically pays tax at a lower rate 
than the trust.  The disadvantage is that the distributions receive 
greater protection while in the trust.  The other type of trust is 
an Accumulation Trust.  This trust gives the trustee the right 
to accumulate withdrawals from the retirement account in the 
trust.  The disadvantage is that the trust may pay higher taxes 
than the beneficiary.  The advantage is that withdrawals receive 
greater protection while in the trust.

2. Business Ownership.  If the client owns a business the 
succession plan should be reviewed, or if one does not exist, 
should be designed.  Business entity records should be kept up to 
date.  There should be a Shareholder’s Agreement or an Operating 
Agreement.  There should be Employment Agreements for the 
client and all key employees.  Consideration should be given to 
having a business valuation.

3. Charitable Giving.  Many clients are charitably 
inclined and intend to make a gift to charity on death.  The best 
way to do this is to name a charity as a beneficiary of a portion 
of a retirement account, because the charity will pay no estate 
or income tax on the gift.  If that strategy is not possible, then 
the charity or charities can be named in the Will or Living 
Trust.  The client should give careful consideration to which 
charities he or she wants to name and how much to leave to 
each charity.  The gives can be lump sums or a percentage of 
the estate.

4. The Intersection of Estate and Medicaid Planning.  
For older clients, and by that the authors mean clients age 
75 or above, or any client having a diagnosis indicating an 
eventual need for long-term care, consideration should be 
given to incorporating a Long-Term Care Planning in with 
Estate Planning.  For example, an Irrevocable Trust should be 
established and the residence transferred to the trust.  If this 
is done five years prior to applying for Medicaid, the home 
would be protected.  If the home were transferred to the trust 
four years before needing long-term care the client would have 
to pay one year before applying for Medicaid, but it is cheaper 
to pay for one year than it is to pay for five years.  The deed 
transferring the residence to the trust would retain a right for 
the client to use and occupy the home for the rest of his or 
her life and contain the obligation on the part of the client to 
pay all costs and expenses of maintaining the home.  If the 
client has income-producing assets, an irrevocable Income 
Only Trust could be established and income-producing assets 
transferred to that trust.  The client will reserve the right to the 
income produced by those trust assets.  New Jersey has a broad 
definition of “estate” for estate recovery purposes.  This means 

that Medicaid would recover from the assets in the Income Only 
Trust on the death of the Medicaid recipient.  To avoid this result, 
prior to applying for Medicaid the trustee would distribute the 
assets in the Income Only Trust out to beneficiaries other than 
the Medicaid applicant or spouse.  There would be a Medicaid 
penalty based on the amount of income being produced by 
the trust multiplied by the remaining life expectancy of the 
Medicaid recipient.

TRIBUTE AND MEMORIAL 
CARDS

Make a Charitable Donation to the 
BCBF In Honor or In Memory of 

        The Burlington County Bar 
Foundation accepts do-
nations in memory or in 
honor of someone special 
in your life.  Simply fill out 
the form online and an 
e-card or regular card will 
be sent on your behalf. 

The Burlington Bar Founda-
tion raises money to help support the        
local community. They provide holiday toys 
to 100s of Burlington County children and 
support local charities and programs. 

If you would like to make a donation to the 
BCBF in  memory of or in honor of some-
one, please go to the link below:

Click here to Donate

https://burlcobar.org/product/in-memory-in-honor-of-donation/
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Wine, Beer and 
Bourbon Event
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To all those you helped volunteer, 
donate and sponsor our wine, beer 
and bourbon event

Marty & Janie Abo
Erika Attanasio 

Allison Burkhardt
The Hon. Carl Buck, III, A.L.J and Laurie Buck 

Gary Boguski
BCBA Young Lawyer Committee

Charles Bruce Salon & Spa
Susan Dargay

Cynthia and Milan D. Earl
Ken Edens

Ernesto Custom Clothiers
Eli Eytan

The Ferrara Law Firm LLC
Carol Foley

Jon Friedman
The Gem’n’I Fine Jewelry Boutique

Gerrow Court Reporting
Ginger Asian

Katie Hartman
Doug Heinold & Tracy Shields

Janice Heinold 
Homemade Hugs

Indian Spring Country Club/Marcos Rest.
Investors Bank
James Landgraf
Sharon Larmore

LifeTime Spa
Louis Christian Robert John Salon

Brenda Maneri
MECHA Chocolate

Pam Mulligan
Chuck Nugent 

Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel
 Tim O’Brien 

Jeff Olsen
One Hope Winery
Philadelphia Eagles
Philadelphia Flyers

Raymond Coleman Heinold
Ranco Construction

Meghan Rice
The Robin’s Nest
Bonnie Rosner
Anthony Russo

Nick@Shear Elegancxe
Mark Schiavo
Diana Sever

Shine Power Yoga
Shoprite Cherry Hill
Spellbound Brewery

The Style Fix
Surety Title
Tate & Tate

Daniel Thornton
Train Wreck

Len & Hon. Judith Wizmur
WaWa

Whitehorse RV
Woodcrest Country Club

Zinc Café
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HON. MICHAEL J. HOGAN, P. J. Ch. (Ret.)
General Equity • Estate • Probate 

Environment • Land Use • Complex Business • Employment   
Disputes with government entities & agencies

Call or email for further information:  609.351.3144  
michaelhogan.jsc.ret@gmail.com • PO Box 1536 Medford, NJ 08055

Special Master • Case Management • Hearing Officer

DISPUTE  
RESOLUTION

MEDIATION &  
ARBITRATION

Burlington Vicinage 
Civil Jury Trial Verdicts – September, 2021                 
         Page 1 of 1 
 

Parties  Type of Case Date of  Judge Arbitration Award             OUTCOME    
       Verdict                      
 

Davis vs. Stokely Auto 9/21 Belgard $15,000/50% deft  No Cause 
Attorneys:  P: Adam Segal D: Steven Antinoff 
L-2146-18 

Velez vs. Medlar Auto 9/22 Ferrelli $67,500/100% deft  $400,000 ($60,000 actual)  
Attorneys:  P: David Rehe; D: Catherine Schmutz       (hi/lo $2,000/$60,000) 
L-500-19 

Young Lawyers Committee
V&V Adventure Farm
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Law Offices of Andrew BalleriniLaw Offices of Andrew Ballerini

535 Route 38 535 Route 38  Suite 328  Suite 328  Cherry Hill NJ 08002 Cherry Hill NJ 08002
856.665.7140 856.665.7140   BalleriniLaw.comBalleriniLaw.com

       Brain Aneurysm                     Hip               Spine            ankle             elbow             pressure Ulcer

Andrew A. Ballerini
Certifi ed Civil Trial Attorney
Million Dollar Advocates Forum Member

Richard J. Talbot
Certifi ed Civil Trial Attorney

Million Dollar Advocates Forum Member
N.J.A.J. Board of Governors

A.A.J. Nursing Home Litigation Group Member

Accepting Referrals of Serious 
and Catastrophic Injury Cases 

Including:
 

Nursing Home
Medical Malpractice 

Product Liability 
Premises Liability

Truck/Automobile Injuries

As Certified Civil Trial Attorneys, we will pay 1/3 referral fees to 
attorneys who give us the opportunity to serve their clients

Relentless
Representation

Case Results
• $400K Recovery - Pain & Suff ering for Fatal Fire ($375K Verdict, $25K 

Settlement)
• $500K Jury Verdict - Excess Over Allstate Policy - 7 Ortho Visits

Nursing Home Cases
• $990K Nursing Home & ALF Neglect - Pressure Ulcers 
• $500K Nursing Home/Hospital Neglect - Pressure Ulcers
• $750K Nursing Home Neglect During Rehab Admission - Infected Pressure 

Ulcer-Surgery
• $950K Nursing Home Neglect - Failure to Recognize & Act Upon Signs of Stroke
• $400K Nursing Home Neglect - Pressure Ulcer Developed on Cancer Patient 

During Rehab Admission
• $400K Hospital & Nursing Home Neglect - Pressure Ulcers
• $300K Nursing Home Neglect/Violations of Rights - Bedsores for About 40 Days
• $300K Nursing Home Neglect/Violation of Rights - Medication Error - 

Hypoglycemic Event
• $550K Nursing Home Neglect/Violation of Rights - Fractured Hip During 

Transfer - Pressure Ulcers
• $850K Nursing Home Neglect/Violation of Rights - Bedsores
• $950K Nursing Home Neglect/Violation of Rights - Hypoglycemia
• $350K Judgment Aft er Jury Verdict - Nursing Home Neglect - Hyperglycemia 

- No Permanency
• $400K Plus Judgment Aft er Jury Verdict - Nursing Home Violations of Rights 

and Negligence Proven

The Straight Word
Burlington County Bar Association

137 High Street, Floor 3
Mount Holly, NJ 08060


